Please Read the Following Message

V1.2

Thank you for purchasing a Fairway Beverage Cart conversion kit for your E-Z-GO Utility Vehicle!
All information necessary to prepare and install the conversion kit is included in these pages It is important that these instructions be read and followed thoroughly, and applied in the proper order. Failure
to do so can result in damaged materials and improper alignment.

IMPORTANT!!!
Please save all E-Z-GO factory supplied hardware upon disassembly of the polybox. They are
required for proper installation of the Fairway Café Beverage Cart

Contact Information
If you need further assistance with installation, or have any questions pertaining to the state of
equipment you received, please give us a call. We’re happy to help! You can reach us at the phone number
located below during hours of operation, or you can visit our website (also located below) and fill out a
contact form at any time.

Our hours of operation are as follows (Eastern Standard Time):
Monday to Thursday: 8 AM to 5 PM
Fridays: 8 AM to 3 PM
With that out of the way, let’s get started!

www.golfbeveragecart.com
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1 (866) 603-2220

Section 1: Prepare for Installation
S1-Step 1: Remove Hauler Poly Box and Back Rest
S1-Step 2: Unwrap and Untie the Skid
Before

After

S1-Step 3: Remove the Aluminum Side Rails
During shipment and operation, the aluminum side rails pinch the fiberglass
body of the Cold Storage Unit to the Conversion Mount Frame. For installation purposes, the Conversion Mount Frame must be separated from the body of the Storage
Unit. Therefore, the aluminum side rails must be removed. They must be attached to
the final assembly later, so please save them,

Figure 1.3

Aluminum side rail being removed
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S1-Step 4: Separate Storage Unit from the Conversion Mount Frame
Lift the Cold Storage away from the black coloured Conversion Mount Framing, located under

the cold storage

Section 2: Install the Conversion Mount Frame
Toro Workman
GTX
Installation
Instructions

S2-Step 1: Attach the Conversion Mount Frame to the factory pivot point
Remove the E-Z-GO factory retainer pin, retainer clip from the factory polybox pivot point (See
Figure 2.1a). Place Fairway Café Conversion Mount Frame on the utility vehicle bed and align the
frame’s pivot bracket to the factory pivot point (See Figure 2.1b). Secure with factory hardware
(See Figure 2.1c).
Figure 2.1a
Factory pin and retainer clip (left) removed from factory bushing/pivot point (right)

Figure 2.1b

Figure 2.1c

Pivot bracket aligned to factory pivot point

Pivot bracket secured with factory pin and retainer clip
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S2-Step 2: Attach factory shock and safety cable to the Conversion Mount
Make sure the shock and bed stop safety cable are attached to the factory bed frame (See Figure

2.2a). Attach the shock and bed stop safety cable to Fairway Café Conversion Mount Frame (See
Figure 2.2b and 2.2c).
Alternatively, a lift kit can be installed (see figure 2.2d)
Figure 2.2a

Figure 2.2b

Shock and safety cable secured to rear of factory frame

Shock and safety cable being pushed through the Conversion Mount Frame

Figure 2.2c

Figure 2.2d

Shock and safety cable secured to Conversion Mount Frame with factory
retainer clip
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Lift kit installed

Section 3: Installing the Storage Unit
S3-Step 1: Lift the Storage Unit onto the Conversion Mounting Frame
Please note: The Cold Storage and Dry Goods Storage units are already bolted and secured together upon delivery. They do not need to be separated prior to installation or lifting.

Lift the complete Storage Unit, and place it on the Conversion Mounting Frame with proper
orientation in mind. The Garbage Door should be located on the back of the Cold Storage Unit.

Align the pilot holes on the Storage Unit to the pilot holes on the Conversion Mounting
Frame. These pilot holes do have some tolerance in regards to positioning, so don’t be alarmed if
they seem slightly off.

Figure 3.1
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S3-Step 2: Secure the Aluminum Side Rails to the Storage Unit and Conversion
Mount Frame

IMPORTANT!!!
The aluminum siding is specifically cut for each side. They are not interchangeable. If the holes do not align correctly, it is likely you have the aluminum
siding on the wrong side(s). Do not drill more holes, as this could damage the integrity of the structure.
Please refer to the image and text below in regards to proper orientation and installation
Figure 3.2
Installation of the Aluminum Side Rail with proper orientation

The Aluminum Side Rails have dual purposes:
•

They safely pinch/secure the fiberglass body of the Storage Unit to the steel Conversion Mounting Frame

•

They act as side rail bumpers during day-to-day operation of the beverage cart
Make sure the Aluminum Side Rails are set up correctly. The upper lip of the

Aluminum Side Rail should rest on top edge of the Cold Storage Unit’s bezel, not the
underside of the Cold Storage Unit. The holes of the Aluminum Side Rail should align
with the pilot holes of the fiber glass.

Once aligned correctly, secure with the supplied bolts and nuts
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Section 4: Install the Body Mount Plate
S4-Step 1: Initial Body Mount Plate Alignment
The Body Mount Plate is installed underneath the utility vehicle back rest, and secures the front
end of the Fairway Café Beverage Cart to the utility vehicle. If you have not removed the back rest
from the utility vehicle, please do so now. You can find the hardware necessary for installing the
Body Mount Plate within the Dry Goods Storage area of your shipment.

With the Body Mount Plate oriented correctly (See Figure 4.1a ), lay the Body Mount Plate behind
the utility vehicle seat cushion. Push the Body Mount Plate forward until it contacts the plastic
underneath the seat cushion. This will get the plate close to it’s necessary position (See Figure
4.1b ).

Figure 4.1a
Orientation of Body Mount Plate (pictured left) and installation location (pictured right)

Back Rest Secure Points
Front of vehicle

Body Secure Points

Figure 4.1b
Body Mount Plate in initial install position
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S4-Step 2: Attach the back rest, and place spacers on back rest.
Loosely secure the factory back rest to the body mount plate and utility vehicle using the factory
hardware (See Figure 4.2a). The plate may need to be slightly adjusted towards the back of the vehicle when the cold storage is secured to the body mount plate.
Figure 4.2a

Figure 4.2b

Securement of back rest

Spacer placement

S4-Step 3: Lower the storage unit and make final adjustments
Hardware for the Body Mount Plate can be found within the dry goods storage of your shipment.
Lower the storage unit, place the washers appropriately, and place the bolts through the body secure
points (See Figure 4.1a and 4.3a). Lift the seat cushion, and check to see if you have enough clearance
to secure the Body Mount Plate hardware (See Figure 4.3b). If you do not, push the plate forward a
little, and adjust. Once you have enough clearance, remove the hardware.
Figure 4.3b

Figure 4.3a

Mounting Frame tab

Body Mount Plate
Utility Vehicle Frame
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S4-Step 4: Secure Back Rest and Body Mount Plate

Section 5: Installing Roof/Fabric
S5-Step 1: Remove Cabin Canopy (Keep Cabin Supports On)
Step 2: Align Roof to Anchors, Lay Flush and Lock with Hex Key
Figure 5.2

Align

Lay Flush, then Lock

S5-Step 3 Secure Roof to Cabin Support (Long Roof Models Only)
Using the included hardware, secure the Long Roof to the Cabin Supports (see Figure 4.3)
Figure 4.3
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S5-Step 4: Snap Fabric onto Adjustable Snaps, Located on the Edges of the Roof
Fabric Roof and other accessories are located within the rear cold storage area upon shipment

(see Figure 4.4)
Figure 4.4

Congratulations!
We truly appreciate your purchase, and hope this document has helped you with the installation of
our product. We are committed to providing the best customer service on the market. In our minds, it’s
no different than teeing up on the golf course: You strive for the best results every time.

Feel free to give us a call if you have any question or concerns regards our products, parts, or the installation of our products. You can reach us at the phone number located below during hours of operation, or you can visit our website (also located below) and fill out a contact form at any time.
Our hours of operation are as follows (Eastern Standard Time):
Monday to Thursday: 8 AM to 5 PM
Fridays: 8 AM to 3 PM
Sincerely,
The Fairway Café Team

www.golfbeveragecart.com

1 (866) 603-2220
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